Recommended implementation timeline for
the revised Mathematics curriculum

The learning content of the revised Mathematics curriculum (P1 – S6) has been uploaded to EDB’s website in a series of three *Supplement to Mathematics Education Key Learning Area Curriculum Guide (Primary 1 - Secondary 6)* (2017). Primary and secondary schools are advised to implement the curriculum according to the following timeline:

- Revised primary Mathematics curriculum for **KS1** (i.e., Primary 1 – 3) will be implemented progressively with effect from the school year **2019/20**.

- Revised primary Mathematics curriculum for **KS2** (i.e., Primary 4 – 6) will be implemented progressively with effect from the school year **2020/21**.

- Revised secondary Mathematics curriculum for **KS3** (i.e., Secondary 1 – 3) will be implemented progressively with effect from the school year **2020/21**.

- Revised senior secondary Mathematics curriculum for the **Compulsory Part at KS4** (i.e., Secondary 4 – 6) will be implemented progressively with effect from the school year **2023/24**. The first *HKDSE Mathematics (Compulsory Part)* examination for the revised senior secondary Mathematics curriculum will be held in **2026**.

- Revised senior secondary Mathematics curriculum for the **Extended Part at KS4** (i.e., Secondary 4 – 6) will be implemented progressively with effect from the school year **2019/20**. The first *HKDSE Mathematics (Extended Part)* examination for the revised senior secondary Mathematics curriculum will be held in **2022**.